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What is a Template?

Fully documented and open source

- **Maps**
  - Useful examples of standard information products
    - MPK, Web Maps etc..

- **Tools**
  - Standalone Tools or scripts

- **Services**
  - Map, Image, Geoprocessing, Event Processing

- **Application Configurations**

Templates are not new technology! They build on what you already have and use.
Sharing the Tradecraft
Making GIS relevant to the mission

Intelligence Reports
Crisis Report
Indication and Warnings
Incident Analysis
Compound Mapping
Infrastructure Analysis
Daily Brief

Culture Report
Country Book
Intelligence Summary
Position Analysis
HUMINT Report
Facility Report
Village Clearing
Pattern of Life

...begin further in the workflow
A Geospatial Platform for the IC

- All Source Analysts
- Geospatial Analysts
- HUMINT Analysts
- Imagery Analysts
- SIGINT Analysts
- Executives
- Enterprise Integration

Portal

- Analysis Services
- Internal Data Sources
- External Data Sources
A Platform for the IC
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Portal
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Adapting a Template to your Organization
Desktop, Mobile, Web

• Integrating a Desktop Template  
  - Preconfigured Models
• Templates in a Web environment  
  - Leveraging Content Services  
  - Geo-processing Services
• Synchronizing content across form Factors
The Tradecraft
Across Analytical Environments

Lyle Wright
Questions?
Thank you...

- Please fill out the session survey:
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